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The Five Vitali treatments and the other treatments illustrated in this book are lessons for all

the people who work at the service of others, such as osteopaths, therapists, psychotherapists,

masseurs and so forth... and they turn out to be really helpful in this wonderful journey in

search of the Self! It is recommended to receive them several times and to pair them with a

work of personal growth.As far as the person’s inner formation is concerned, the Lifewings

Method© makes use of meditation and chakra-rebalancing techniques, giving the person the

opportunity to explore their blocks and hence to release energy. In this way, it helps to bring out

the qualities of Light that naturally and spontaneously transform the various aspects of our life

and the way we work with others.
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“We can not healWhat we can not hear.”John Bradshaw

This book is dedicated to you, who devote your time, your energy, your attentions to others, so

that the way you express yourself in life is spontaneous and in synergy with your private life!I

would like to make this clear since it seems that, according to a modern misconception, a

person may help another one through energy treatments based only on a personal knowledge

and not on certain frequencies of vibration. This is extremely contradictory. Therefore, make

sure that your emotional and energy state is harmonious before offering your attentions to

others.Take care of yourself, eat, sleep, have fun and live your joys and pains with honesty and

authenticity.With all my love,Juma Vitali

PREFACE DR. ELSA MAITRI VISENTINLife presents you with extraordinary, almost

preordained encounters. That is what I was mulling over on my flight back from Alto Paraìso,

Brazil, when, together with Juma and a small circle of people on the same “journey towards a

new era”, I had experienced something essential to me: getting in contact with that particular

energy produced by those lands of quartz, learning the secrets of the “curanderos”, which

experienced and overly generous Juma handed down to me alongside many other teachings,

such as the importance of meeting other cultures, of respecting their traditions, of listening

humbly to the echoes their rituals celebrating Mother Nature kept producing in me, in my

heart.They disclosed to me the way into something bigger and reassuring: I felt a sense of

belonging with the Earth, a sense of gratitude for what she offers us, a need to honour her

wonderful project of life and to gratefully open myself to others... in a new way.I am an analytic

psychotherapist. Over the years I have been approaching the practice of meditation, I have

then become Reiki Master and channeller, I have worked on energy blocks and I have studied

the energy of subtle bodies. Yet, I felt I missed something, a direction maybe. I felt

incomplete.Then, in a holistic centre, I met Juma: she was delivering a presentation on a

treatment on subtle bodies. What struck me was at the same time the softness of her voice and

the firmness, the confidence which somehow oozed out of her. It was as if what she was doing

were part of a much larger project: trusting valuable knowledge into the hands of willing people

keen on making use of it for their own benefit and for the benefit of others.Naturally, I got very

curious indeed when she asked me to take part in an adventurous journey of discovery and

work in Brazil. I knew I had to go. There, I got to know Juma in her natural environment, a

character who merges with Mother Nature, making use of all her elements: the fire heals and

speaks to you, the smoke heals and tells you what to do, where to go. It is as if, when you get



close to the power of the elements of nature, you disappeared as a person and entered

another, timeless, dimension. I heard that Juma talks with the “bruxa”, her witch teacher, whilst

performing a treatment.As I stood by her, learning all this, I recalled what Plato used to say to

Socrates: “Your favourite doctrine, Socrates, that Knowledge is only a memory, if it is true,

necessarily implies the existence of an earlier time when we learnt what now we remember,

but that would be impossible unless our soul had been somewhere before existing in human

form.”There, in Brazil, in Alto Paraìso, a place which I believe to have been predestined, by one

of Don Bosco’s visions, to host the creation of groups of people, of communities for a New Era,

I did feel in the depths of my soul that inside each of us there is indeed all the knowledge we

need, a knowledge that is nonetheless buried underneath multiple layers of rationality, of

cultures that have been proposing models of life which we do not feel as our own, but which we

unconsciously accept in that they seem to adhere to the seductive ideals presented by mass

media: ideals of richness, of power, of conquest, which have been taking us away from our true

spiritual essence.Back to the origins: this is the big bet. A reconciliation of what we are, or

rather of what we have become through the cultural and material evolution, with what we have

lost. A dissolution of our ego, so to speak, in favour of a retrieval of precious material for our

soul.This introspective journey begun in Brazil continued to Italy, through team works with

Mother Nature carried out in the magic land of Sardinia. There, I became a “walker”, a new

explorer of my unconscious.Juma performed some native South American rituals and in this

extraordinary land where, by the way, “bruxa” means “witch”, just like in Brazil, I felt I had a

power, because I was in a place of Power, as any place is where the bond between Man and

Nature is still tight.Over the years, in Sardinia, I experienced some amazing rituals together

with Juma and other people: I saw the treatment of the four directions through the besmearing

with unfertilized eggs; I saw wounded women vomiting their hearts while drinking cocoa and

while Juma was mixing the cocoa for the ceremony; we meditated, we walked into the magic

wilderness and met a team of horses in the wild state; we touched and hugged stones which

guarded ancient powers; we celebrated sunrise at dawn with wonder and gratitude for the

beauty that the Earth gave us every day.What can be said, then, of the beauty of silences, of

how much they do say about our deepest selves, of how they push us closer, on the energy

level, to those who are next to us, of how we manage to feel them, to sense their needs, of how

new friendships arise out of an encounter of souls (this is what happened between Juma and

me, an intense fellowship of friends and colleagues)? And what can be said of the evocative

peace felt on the bank of a river, at the sound of a stream? We gaze at the streaming water

and we get lost into its infinity, we start flowing and remembering scenes from the past which

now become telltale, our mind expands, it becomes more flexible, our heart widens. In short,

we feel ourselves as whole.In order to possess such a deep energy, it is important to carry out

these experiences in uncharted lands, where the spirits still live and speak, where the

encounter with an animal carries a meaningful message, where one has got the awareness

that nothing happens by chance.I realized that, in order to practise the Vitali Treatments

consciously, it is fundamental to have taken up a personal journey of this type, to live your life

spontaneously and naturally, as you are: only in this way you will vibrate in harmony with the

patient.That is why a session of energy treatment cannot disregard the emotional and

energetic state of being of the person who treats, a state which has to be harmonic and

relaxed. The environment is important as well: it has to be quiet and with the right colours and

scents, specific for the chosen therapy.The knowledge of technique is of course important, but

it is definitely not the most important thing; learning and practicing these energy treatments, I

realized that behind all this work there is a deep knowledge of the literature on character



structures and energy techniques, but then this knowledge is tempered, it is diluted and

becomes much more effective when it is integrated with real personal skills that go beyond the

visible: energy vision capabilities (“aura seer” as Juma), deep energy sensibility, so you have

the awareness of the points where we must act in a specific way and how.In fact, there is also

a symbolism in our healing gestures: for example a fading structure, energetically

characterized by the fraying of the energy points, is mended horizontally and vertically;

another, where there is an energy fixity, is budged through movements and techniques related

to Kundalini, by pressing the wind points to unlock old memories. That is to say, each act has

its specific function and is linked to a deep and wise ancient knowledge.When I am about to

practise one of these five energy treatments, I have the exact sensation that I am going to

approach an unknown and sacred situation, that I am going to undertake an introspective

journey, different for every person, starting from the absolute necessity of having awareness of

the need to transform the blocks, the energy structures that allow a person to survive, but that

prevent them from having a deep knowledge of themselves, always starting from the most

obscure of parts. But if all this takes place in an environment of trust, loving acceptance and

collaboration, extraordinary transformations are begotten: the breath becomes calmer and

deeper, and above all the look changes: it becomes direct, confident, it changes according to

moods, it can communicate with confidence what a new human being is feeling. And this is

usually just the beginning of a subjective path towards a wholeness of life.The Five Vitali

Treatments is a rare and precious book, which ran the risk of never seeing the light. The

publisher himself had proposed Juma to publish her teachings, but she was shy at the

beginning. Then she realized that in this new era a shamanisation of society had begun and

that, basically, trusting knowledge of a certain value into the hands of people with a pure intent

is a worthy attempt, it is a bridge to the beginning of a personal journey, and even more.So was

it for me. Thanks, Juma.

INTRODUCTIONThe five models defined as fugitive, dependent, tolerant, rigid and dominant

are structures all humans use, not knowing other ways to survive emotionally in this world.In

these years of work, I realized that the inner journey is different for everyone, but all of us need

to know the destructive unconscious part that lies behind apparently good actions, which are in

sooth actions hiding fears.These fears may have different vibrations.The fear of not being loved

summarizes them all!A Marakame once told me: “The child seeks love, grandpa seeks love,

the doctor seeks love, Marakame seeks love, the great spirit seeks love”. Certainly, it is not

easy to investigate one’s own feelings to find out the fear that triggers the self-destructive part,

but it is worth it, because one cannot gain access to the upper floors without having first visited

the underworld. This is why the method I founded bears this name, LifeWings. Life without faith,

without spirituality, without the flights of the spirit comes down to an experience that excludes

the ecstatic pleasure, the union with the Whole. And I will stop here with otherwise endless

descriptions. Wings without Life are human beings who live half embodied and half

disembodied, as they would say in Brazil, or uprooted, as psychoanalyst Alexander Lowen

would define them. They are people who do not feel a contact with their own body and they

lose the pleasure of living with hugs, orgasms, with the expansion of the heart and the beauty

of self-care. To re-connect with their physical and spiritual pleasure, it is necessary for them to

embark on an inner journey, “full of your thorns and your fragrant roses.”The Five Vitali

treatments and the other treatments illustrated in this book are lessons for all the people who

work at the service of others, such as osteopaths, therapists, physiotherapists, masseurs,

etc ... and they turn out really helpful in this wonderful trip in search of the self! It is



recommended to receive them several times and pair them with a work of personal growth.

LIFEWINGS METHOD®The LifeWings Method®, the method I founded, includes a three-year

formation through body mediation and/or the teaching of energy treatments. Thus, students

can choose whether to become LifeWings Method® operators and/or Energy Helpers during

treatments.This book describes the part related to the main treatments, which will be further

explained in the next chapters.The LifeWings Method®, as far as the formation is concerned,

embraces meditation techniques and a rebalancing of the chakras, giving the person the

opportunity to explore their blocks to release energy. In this way, it helps to bring out the

qualities of light that naturally and spontaneously transform the various aspects of our life and

the way we work with others.
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